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The St. Louis Classical Guitar Society is pleased to welcome our new
classical music station, hosted by the Radio Arts Foundation St. Louis
(at http://rafstl.org/) on analog radio at 107.3 and in hybrid digital at KIHT
HD2 (96.3). Content is also streamed live at www.rafstl.org/listen/.
Our new station promises "a broad and invigorating format," and to
"become a community asset with an unmatched devotion to growing the
arts and cultural community in the St. Louis area." True to their mission,
our friends at RAF-StL have invited us to create a one-hour weekly radio
show with focus on the classical guitar!

John Clayton

Our show is entitled "Inside Classical Guitar," produced and funded through
the St. Louis Classical Guitar Society. Our Show Host is William Ash,
Executive Producer, and Co-Hosted with Longtime St. Louis Radio Personality John Clayton, Producer.
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The general focus of Inside Classical Guitar will be to feature interviews
and quality recordings of outstanding classical guitarists--both emerging
talent and artists of significance--and discussions of interest to guitar
followers. Many of the players to be featured will be ones that the St. Louis
Classical Guitar Society has sponsored or will be sponsoring in live
performance in St. Louis.

We have a prime time slot, Monday evenings from 7:00 - 8:00 pm, and we
debuted on Monday, May 6, 2013, with a wide-ranging interview of--and musical selections from-the legendaryAmerican guitarist Christopher Parkening.
Subsequent editions of Inside Classical Guitar during May and on June 3, 2013, featured interviews and music by guitarists from and with connections to the St. Louis guitar community over the
years, guitarists who performed so wonderfully at our 50th Anniversary Gala on June 9, 2013:
Rodney Stucky and Douglas Back (May 13); Alan Rosenkoetter and Douglas Niedt (May 20); Kirk
Hanser and John McClellan (May 27); and Ronald Radford with Dale Larsen (June 3).
Future episodes will reflect current trends in classical guitar, both locally and nationally, with
quality recordings and interviews of performers and others prominent in the classical guitar
community.

Please Click here for full access to our Radio Show Archives!
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William Ash, Show Host

